Introduction
Throughout this paper all the rings R we consider will be associative with an identity element 1R ,-E 0. Unless otherwise mentioned all the notions such as artinianness, noetherianness will be left sided when we deal with a ring R. The modules we consider will all be unital left modules . In ring theory there are scores of results dealing with the structure of a ring R (resp . of a module M) assuming certain classes of modules (associated to M) posses certain properties and viceversa . The results in the present paper are of a similar nature and are an outcome of results proved in [1], [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] ; [6] , [8] and [9] . In [1] among other results A. W . Chatters proves the following :
(i) R is noetherian if and only if every cyclic R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and of a noetherian module . (ii) Civen an ordinal ce, if every cyclic R-module is a direct sum of a projective R-module and an R-module of Krull dimension <_ a, then the left R-module R has Krull dimension < a + 1 .
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In [4] P. F . Smith, Din Van Huynh and Nguyen V. Dung generalize these results of Chatters to module theoretic set up. Let X be any class of R-modules closed under isornorphic images and satisfying OEX . To any such X, P. F . Smith et all associate three classes DX, HX and EX and study some of their closure properties under suitable assumptions on X. This not only led them to simpler proofs of the aforementioned results of Chatters, but also to their module theoretic generalizations . Let N, G, Ka denote respectively the classes of noetherian modules, finitely generated modules and modules of Krull dimension G a. The module theoretic generalizations obtained in [4] could be stated as follows .
(iii) G fl DN = N (generalizing (i)) . (iv) GnD& C K,:, +r generalizing (ii)) . These are corollaries 3.3 and 2 .8 respectively in [4] .
Suggested by "duality" in the category R~mod of unital left R-modules we associate to X three more classes FX, OX and FX (see Section 1 for their definition) . The study of some of the closure properties of these classes leads to many interesting results "dualizing" the results of P. F . Smith, Din Van Huynh and Nguyen V. Dung [4] . The object of the present paper is to carry out the study of these closure properties and present proofs of the dual results. For instante one of the results we prove using our methods is the following: (v) Let M be a semi-perfect module in the sense of [13] . Assume that either M is finitely generated or that M is finitely embedded and J(M) is small in M. Then M is artinian if and only if every submodule of M is a direct sum of an injective module and an artinian module .
Actually v) may be regarded as two forms of duals of (iii) . A corollary of v) is the following characterization of left artinian rings . (vi) A ring R is left artinian if and only if it is semi-perfect and every left ideal of R is a direct sum of an injective left ideal and an artinian left ideal.
. The classes FX, AX and I'X
We will be working in the category R-mod of unitary left R-modules . The classes X of R-modules we consider will always be assumed to satisfy the following conditions a and b.
Proof.
(i) Straight forward .
To any such X, P. F . Smith et all [4] associated three clases of modules (though they worked in the category mod-.R, of right R-modules) . Before recalling the definition of three classes, we first explain the notation that we will be adopting. For any A/IcR,-rnod, we write N < 11NI to indicate that N is a submodule of 111 ; Né1VI to indicate that N is an essential submodule of 111 -and N « AI to denote that N is a. small submodule of 1VI . The three classes DX, TIX and EX were defined as follows in [4] . DX = {AIcR-modIN < M =111=K®L with N<K and K/N~!} . HX = {AIcR-modIN < M =~> II/NcX} EX = {AIcR-modIN:Al =:> AI/NEX} .
Suggested by "duality" we introduce the following clases :
M=K®L with K<N and N/KcX} .
As in [4] when the ring R is clear from the context, M, Z, P, I, C, G, N, A, U; Ktt will denote respectively the classes of all R-modules, the zero modules, projective modules, injective modules, semi-simple modules, finitely generated modules, noetherian modules, artinian modules, modules of finite uniform dirnension and modules with Krull dirnension <_ a. Recall [11] that 116R-mod is said to be of dual Goldie dirnension <_ k if three exists no surjective map M _ W > Nl x . . . x N,., with each Ni :~0 and r >_ (k + 1) . Here k is an integer >_ 0. The class of modules of dual Goldie dirnension <_ k will be denoted by Hk . We write S for the class constituted by the simple modules together with the zero module. We will rnostly be following the notation and terminology in [4] . The class of modules of finite dual Goldie dirnension (or corank) will be denoted by H. with Ni/N2_leX for 1 < i < k}-X is said to be S (resp Q or P) closed if SX C_ X (resp . QX C X or PX C X) . Before proceeding further we need to recall some definitions and results from [7] , [111,J12] ; [13] 
It is known that K is a supplement of N in M if and only if K+N = M and Kf1N « K (Lernma 6.2 in [13] ) . In [13] we called a module M semiperfect if for every N < AJ there exists a supplement in M (Definition 6.6 in [13] ) . In [11] we referred to this as property (Pl ) From lemma 1.1(iv) we have FT' C OT' . We will actually give a complete characterization of the class áT' frorn which it will follow irnrnediately that the inclusion FT' C_ áT' is a strict inclusion .
Let M6AT' . Suppose for some prime p, the p-primary torsion tp ( We claim that (4) n T' = {MeZ-mod / any Zp < M for any prime p is a direct summand of M} .
Because of the observations in the earlier paragraph, to prove (4) we have only to show that if MeZ-mod has the property mentioned in the right hand side of (4) This proves that the inclusion FT' C áT' is strict .
Study of AX when X = A n H,
For results on dual Goldie dimension or corank the reader may refer to [7] , [111 . As already remarked in [11] , if the dual Goldie dimension of M is infinito we cannot assert that there exists a surjéctive map cp M -> 11' 1 Ni with each Ni :,A 0 . (See Proposition 1 .6 in [11] ). All we can assert in this case is that, given any integer d >_ 1 we can find a certain surjection 9 : M --> Il,q-1 Lj with each Lj 7~0 (the modules L .-in general will depend on d ) . This different behaviour of dual Goldie dimension as compared to Goldie dimension necessitates many changos in the formulation and in the proofs of r esults dual to those obtained in Section 2 of [4] where the theory of Goldie dimension plays a crucial role. We first observe that the class Hk is Q-closed . 2 .4 is valid when X = A or N.
(iii) Any AlleA or any MeC or any hollow module M has property (P2) .
Modules with finito spanning dimension in the sense of P. Fleury (Section 4 of [11] ) have property (P2) . All artinian modules have finito spanning dimension and hence finite corank .
The following results proved in [7] , [ll] will be needed later in our present paper (iv) If McH k has property (P2) then AJ can be written as an irredundant sum Hl + ---+ H,. of hollow modules with r <_ k . This is Theorem 2.39(1) in [11] . (v) If M = Hl + ---+ H,. with Hi hollow, then corank M < ,r . This is Proposition 1 .7 in [7] . For this part we need not assume that M has property (P2).
Let us denote the class of modules with property (P¡) by Mi (i = 1, 2) . We can state one of our main results as follows . We have a variant of corollary 2.8 which is actually easier to prove. 
. Dual of Chatters' result
As stated in the introduction Chatters has proved that if every cyclic R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and a noetherian module, then R is noetherian . The module theoretic generalization obtained in [4] asserted that G n DN = N. In this section we will prove two forros of duals for the above mentioned result. (c) Recall that a module M is said to be Hopfian (resp. co-Hopfian) if every surjectioe (resp . injective) map f : M -> M is an isomorphism . It is well-known that any MEN is Hopfian (resp . any MEA is co-Hopfian) . Presently we will see that Hopfian (resp . co-Hopfian)modules satisfy the property stated in (b) (resp . a)) . (1) If every cyclic R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and a Hopfian module is it true that R is directly finite? More generally what can we say about a module All which satisfies the condition that every guotient of M is a direct sum of a projective module and a Hopfian module'?
(2) If every left ideal of R is a direct sum of an injective left; ideal and a co-Hopfian left ideal is R, co-Hopfian in R-mod? More generally if ANIER-mod satisfies tire condition that every subrnodule of AI is a direct sum of an injective module and a co-Hopfian module what can we say about the structure of M? Also the study of the following classes may prove to be fruitful. Concerning these classes the following are easy to prove. L_X C_ X and VX C_ _X . In fact L_X C_ _X is irnmediate from the fact that A4,eAl and VX C X is irnmediate from the fact that 0 « Al . lf T denotes the class of torsion abelian grotrps we get LT = VT = T. If T' denotes the class of torsion free abelian groups then LT' = T' .
